
 

Operation Team Leader  
 

WHY WE WILL LOVE YOU  

You are… 

 Capable of leading a team and developing them for managing the administrative 

procedures with various parties, including landlords, suppliers property management  

 Knowledgeable of security system 

 With good understanding of the recruitment process and master the necessary skill sets 

 Passionate about growing business and people together using the experience and skills 

of people in the best way 

 Interested in working in a fast-paced and future-oriented environment 

 With a strong desire to learn and self-driven to exceed goals 

 Able to apply clear and logical thinking 

 Able to work effectively without constant and direct supervision or guidance 

 Able to foresee problems and prevent them by taking action 

 With a strong interpersonal skills and ability to work within a team 

 Able to remain positive, flexible and productive through changes, transitions, and 

difficult situations 

 

 

WHAT YOU WILL BE DOING DAY TO DAY  

 Ensure the store is always a safe and secure environment for visitors and co-workers 

and that our property is safeguarded 

 Deal with the customers’ enquiries efficiently and effectively with a good knowledge of 

store operations in order to offer appropriate solutions to our customers 

 Define and plan the right shifts planning to ensure that co-workers are available at the 

right time to support the store operation 

 Recruit the team through IKEA values by identifying what skills are needed  

 Ensure the store is in shape as new by managing maintenance and property 

 Deal with vendors/contractors/landholder for maintenance issue 

 Look at the store from the perspectives of our customers and walk the shop floor at 

different times throughout the opening hours 

 Monitor the outsourcing cleaner & security staff and report their performance to the 

manager 

 Create an environment where the IKEA culture is strong and diversity is valued 

 Responsible for accurate finance administration in accordance with IKEA financial rules 

 Motivate and support the team in order to improve the shopping experience of our 

customers. 



 

TOGETHER AS A TEAM  

 To navigate the growth of IKEA and steer the business towards sustained long term 

profitability 

 

WHY YOU WILL LOVE US 

From the deep forests in Sweden, we have spread our culture and values around the world. At 

the heart of our offer are our beautiful home-furnishing products and solutions, made with care 

for our planet, reaching millions of customers. At the heart of our business, are our wonderful 

co-workers representing diversity in all dimensions and passionate for life at home. We all 

contribute with our uniqueness and we want to grow and develop together. Our vision, “to 

create a better everyday life for the many people”inspires and guides us in everything we do. 

This is IKEA.  

 

WHAT WE ALL HAVE IN COMMON  

 Living our values  

 Being your unique self, while respecting and including others  

 A passion for home furnishing  

 Performing & delivering while learning & developing  

 Having fun!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


